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Abstract. The paper describes the VUB AI-Lab team competing in the

small robots league of RoboCup '98 in Paris. The approach of this team

targets for a longterm evolution of di�erent robots, team-structures, and

concepts. Therefore, the e�orts for the '98 participation focus on the pro-

vision of a exible architecture, which forms a basis for this goal. In doing

so, the development of the so-called RoboCube constitutes a milestone

on this road. The RoboCube is an extremely compact robot controller

providing quite some computation power, memory, various I/O inter-

faces, and radio communication. It facilitates the use of many sensors

and e�ectors, including their on-board processing, allowing to explore

a large space of di�erent robots and team set-ups. Accordingly, the '98

VUB AI-Lab team consists of heterogeneous robots. The paper describes

their important electromechanical features like drive units and shooting

mechanisms. In addition, the radio communication, the basic control al-

gorithms and the global vision system are described. Last but not least,

�rst steps towards a general coordination scheme are explained, which is

meant to cope with changing compositions of heterogeneous groups.

1 Introduction

Research at the VUB AI-Lab is strongly inuenced by the ideas of behavior-
oriented AI [Ste94a]. In contrast to \classic" AI, which relies on symbolic ap-
proaches and extensive top-down modeling, techniques and experimental set-ups
are oriented in a bottom-up manner [Bro91]. In doing so, there are some strong
relations with the �eld of Arti�cial Life, or short Alife [Lan89], which tries to
investigate the basic properties of Life in a constructive manner. The animat (=
animal + robot) approach to AI [Wil91] reects this mutual inuence.

The robotics research at the VUB AI-Lab so far centered around the so-called
ecosystem [Ste94b, McF94], a set-up where several heterogeneous robots [BB98]
engage in complex interactions. In this ecosystem several di�erent subjects are
investigated like e.g. autonomy and self-su�ciency [Ste94b, McF94, Bir97a], co-
operation, and learning [Ste96b, Ste96a, Bir97b]. RoboCup is for us a supple-
mentary set-up to investigate these subjects, making a direct comparison with
other scienti�c approaches possible. In doing so, we do not see RoboCup as a sin-
gle event, but as a long-term guideline for concrete experimental set-ups where
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di�erent concepts and implementations are evaluated on an annual basis. This
long-term process will hopefully lead to a co-evolution of robots, concepts, and
teams; fostering new scienti�c insights.

The body-aspects of the actual robots play a signi�cant role within this
process. Much like in real soccer, speed, strength, and technical skills are the most
basic building-blocks for any kind of successful overall performance. Therefore,
we decided that a �rst step in our RoboCup engagement should focus on the
development of a exible robot architecture, which allows for an easy exploration
of di�erent forms of physical interaction between the robot, the ball and its
environment, without the need of major re-engineering. In doing so, we chose
for the small robots league for following reasons. First, we believe that important
scienti�c issues can be investigated within the small robots league in the following
years. Especially hardware for vision as well as substantial computing power
and memory can be provided on-board within the size constraints of this league.
Second, the needs in respect to infrastructure are the least in the small robots
league. The play�eld is a simple ping-pong table requiring only few space; this
is a major factor especially in academic environments where space is often hard
to allocate. In addition, the expenses for small league robots are less as costs
increase substantially with increasing robot size due to additional mechanical
and electromechanical needs.

The so-called RoboCube is cornerstone in our approach towards a exible
robot architecture, which allows for investigation of di�erent scienti�c concepts
without major re-engineering of the underlying platforms. The RoboCube is an
extremely compact robot control computer supporting a substantial amount of
various sensors and motors, and providing quite some computation power and
memory.

2 The RoboCube

The VUB AI-lab has quite some tradition in developing exible robot control
hardware. Various experimental platforms have been build in the lab starting
from the mid-eighties up until now. They were used for di�erent purposes, but the
common need for exibility lead to the Sensor-Motor-Brick II (SMBII)[Ver96],
based on a commercial board providing the computational core with a Motorola
MC68332.

RoboCube is an enhanced successor of the SMBII. In RoboCube the com-
mercial computational core is replaced by an own design, also based on the
MC68332, which saves signi�cant costs. Furthermore, the architecture is sim-
pli�ed and additional interfaces are provided. In addition, the physical shape
of RoboCube is quite di�erent from the one of the SMBII. First, board-area is
minimized by using SMD-components in RoboCube. Second, three boards are
stacked on each other leading to a more cubic design compared to the at but
long shape of the SMBII, hence its name RoboCube.

RoboCube has a open bus architecture which allows to add \in�nitely" many
sensor/motor-interfaces (at the price of bandwidth). But for most applications,
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Fig. 1. A picture of the RoboCube

including playing soccer, the standard set of interfaces should be more than
enough. RoboCube's basic set of ports consists of 24 analog/digital (A/D) con-
verters, 6 digital/analog (D/A) converters, 16 binary Input/Output (binI/O),
5 binary Inputs, 10 timer channels (TPC), 3 DC-motor controller with pulse-
accumulation (PAC), and the option of an intelligent active InfraRed (aIR) sub-
system.

An important aspect is that RoboCube's on-board software core supports an
easy handling of these ports in combination with common sensors and motors.
This means that it is possible to plug-and-play various components, which can
be accessed in a high-level manner in software. RoboCube runs the Process De-
scription Language (PDL) which combines C with special constructs facilitating
behavioral control through networks of dynamical processes.

RoboCube interfaces to an UHF transceiver for medium bandwidth data
transfer. The transceiver allows for 40 kBit/s and is extremely small (4cm �

3cm). During the Paris '98 competition, the radio-communication was a ma-
jor problem for us. In addition to the normal technical di�culties, we had to
face malicious jamming. To resist against simple attack schemes like record-
and-playback of data-packets, it is recommended to use suited protocols and
encoding.

A detailed description of the RoboCube can be found in [BKW98].
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3 The Robot Bases

The drive units of our robots are based on high-quality MAXONTM motor-units,
which provide a maximum of power, e�ciency, and precision with a minimum
of space requirements. The motor-units consist of a 3 Watt DC motor, a 16.58:1
gear, and a 16ppr shaft encoder. The encapsulated units have a diameter of
13mm and a length of 62.15 mm.

For one type of basic players, the drive units are mounted on round plexiglas
disks with 150mm diameter and a shaped front for ball manipulation. An ad-
ditional gear stage is added between the motor-units and the wheels. This has
two advantages. First, it allows to explore di�erent �nal gear ratios in an easy
way. Second, mounting the wheels immediately on the motor units would require
shorter and hence less powerful motors.

This type of basic players is equipped with a simple shooting mechanism.
The mechanism is a linear accelerator based on a rack with pinion. The shooting
behavior is controlled in two phases. First, there is an activation of the complete
mechanisms, indicating the intention to shoot the ball. Second, there is an actual
trigger by a reective IR-switch indicating the presence of the ball.

In addition to the extremely solid set-ups for one type of basic players, the
drive motor-units can be interfaced to LEGOTM parts. This allows fast pro-
totyping and is especially useful to explore di�erent robot shapes and feature
combination within the size regulation of the competition. This approach was
used to build block-like players without a shooting option.

4 Overhead Vision and Strategies

The position, direction and speed of all actors on the �eld are tracked by an
overhead vision system. A color camera, mounted over the playing �eld, connects
to an o�-board PC with a frame grabber. The visual processing algorithms rely
on color segmentation to track all objects on the �eld. The segmentation consists
of a global search on hue and saturation of orange, yellow and blue. To speed
the algorithm up, a look-up table for the RGB to HSI-values is used. Next, all
consistent pixels are grouped into blobs, and a local search is used to locate all
actors on the �eld, using the previous position of all actors. Additionally, some
ad-hoc knowledge is used to make the tracking more reliable. The resulting data
is passed on to the strategy algorithms at a rate of approximately 7 fps.

The strategies used by the players reside at di�erent levels, with a large
amount being completely computed on the robots. On-board the robots, several
processes run in simulated parallel. A �rst class of processes takes care of reac-
tive, task-oriented behaviors, such as shooting and obstacle avoidance. A second,
non-reactive class of processes relies on the robots shaft encoders to carry out
strategic commands, given by a supervisor in form of a coaching agent residing
on an o�-�eld PC. In order to get feedback on its position on the �eld, each
player relies not only on its shaft encoders, but it also gets continuous feed-
back from the overhead vision. In doing so, the overhead vision is used for large
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scale positioning, while the shaft encoders are used for quick and local position
corrections, e.g. during positioning for the ball.

The complete set of robots for the VUB team consists of ten robots. Four
are of the brick-like, defensive type (T1) and six are of the agile, o�ensive type
(T2). Therefore, there are quite some possible combinations to form di�erent
heterogeneous teams with �ve players.

Coordination of group behavior is especially hard in this case as a \hard-
wiring" of reactions to possible situations would require an enormous work due
to the combinatorial explosion. Therefore, we introduced the concept of dynamic

formations, a mixture of distributed and central control. The coaching agent is
not seen as an absolute master, who is commanding the players. Instead, the
coach gives recommendations, which the players try to execute as well as possible.
In doing so, players have roles, which are determined by their capabilities and
their current position in a strategic space, here simply their positions on the
�eld. If a certain player B happens to �t a role R better than a player A, which
previously was assigned role R, then A and B can switch their roles.

The roles for the '98 team are goalie (G), defender (D), mid-�elder (M),
and forward (F) with role G;D restricted to robot type T1 and M;F restricted
to T2. Possible team structures are for example G=D=M=M=F , G=D=M=F=F ,
G=D=D=M=F , and G=D=D=F=F . At RoboCup'98 in Paris, we were not able to
demonstrate the capability to qualitatively change the team-structure as we only
played with the G=D=D=M=F set-up. In doing so, only role switches between
mid-�elder and forward took place.

5 Conclusion

The paper gives a short overview of the VUB AI-Lab team competing in the
small robots league of RoboCup '98 in Paris. In doing so, the technical aspects
of the exible robot architecture, which is the basis for the team's longterm goals,
is described in some detail. The RoboCube is presented, which is an extremely
compact robot controller providing quite some computation power, memory,
various I/O interfaces, and radio communication. It facilitates the use of many
sensors and e�ectors, including their on-board processing, which allows to ex-
plore a large space of di�erent robots and team set-ups. Substantial amounts
of the computation was done on-board our robots in the Paris '98 competition,
demonstrating RoboCube's capabilities.
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